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(e.g. Elizabeth's marriage) in face of objection by the Crown. In the
new century the right to criticise the King's Government to came a
head when in 1629 gfiot, Hollas and Valentine \vere convicted for sir John
seditious words spoken in the House of Commons and for tumult Eliot's Case.
in the same place. The judgment was subsequently reversed in the
House of Lords on the ground that words spoken in Parliament
could only be judged in Parliament. Finally it was enacted by the
Bill of Rights, 1689, "that the freedom of speech or debates or Bill of
proceedings in Parliament ought not to be impeached or questioned Ri^5-
in any court or place out of Parliament.'? No action will lie against
a member of Parliament for words spoken by him in the course of
parliamentary proceedings, and similarly no action will lie for any
publication among members of Parliament by order of the House
or in the ordinary course of parliamentary business. It was held in 4
Lake v. King (1667)^1 Saunders 131, that an action would not lie for I
defamatory matter contained in a petition printed and delivered to\
members. )
Disclosures made in Parliament either by speeches or questions official
may not be made the subject-matter of a prosecution under the Official Secrets Acts.
Secrets Acts, 1911-39.1 Unless there are express words in a statute
overriding parliamentary privilege, no member may be proceeded
against as the result of words spoken in the performance of his duty
as a member of Parliament. The privilege of freedom of speech ex-
tends to words spoken outside the House of Commons if spoken in
the essential performance of duty as a member, e.g. a conversation
on parliamentary business in a Minister's private house. Conversely
it does not extend to a casual conversation in the House of Commons
on private affairs. A member may not without the consent of the
House give evidence in a court of law concerning what passes in
Parliament.2
In connection with the privilege of freedom of speech it is con- privacy of
venient to consider also the right of the House to secure privacy of Debate,
debate, and to publish its debates and proceedings outside Parlia-
ment. By resolution of Marcha^JT^a ^ny publication of speeches
made by members is a breach orprivilege. The resolution has never
been renewed, but breach of privilege is occasionally raised in cases
of misreporting of speeches in the press; this aggravates the breach,
of which usually no notice is taken in order that publicity may be
given to proceedings of the House. The House has always enjoyed
the right to exclude strangers. Until the eighteenth century the House
resented and prevented any publication of accounts of its proceed-
ings, but since the famous conflict between the House of Commons
and John Wilkes, this privilege has not been insisted upon. The
1 Report of Select Committee on Official Secrets Acts, H. C. 101,1939.
a Ibid.

